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Middle East

Lebanese prime
minister pulls back
resignation, but
political crisis not over

By By Louisa LoveluckLouisa Loveluck and  and Suzan HaidamousSuzan Haidamous   November 22 at 6:52 AMNovember 22 at 6:52 AM

BEIRUT —BEIRUT — Lebanese prime minister Saad Hariri on Wednesday suspended Lebanese prime minister Saad Hariri on Wednesday suspended

his shock resignation delivered weeks earlier from Saudi Arabia, marking ahis shock resignation delivered weeks earlier from Saudi Arabia, marking a

stunning return to Beirut after weeks of speculation over his freedom ofstunning return to Beirut after weeks of speculation over his freedom of

movement.movement.

Hariri’s Nov. 4 announcement from Riyadh blindsided political allies andHariri’s Nov. 4 announcement from Riyadh blindsided political allies and

foes alike, and stoked regional tensions amid suggestions that he had beenfoes alike, and stoked regional tensions amid suggestions that he had been

coerced by his Saudi allies.coerced by his Saudi allies.

Saudi Arabia strongly objects to a political power-sharing arrangement inSaudi Arabia strongly objects to a political power-sharing arrangement in

Lebanon that gives a voice to powerful Hezbollah, a group backed by SaudiLebanon that gives a voice to powerful Hezbollah, a group backed by Saudi

rival Iran. Some believed Hariri was caught up as a pawn in Saudi efforts torival Iran. Some believed Hariri was caught up as a pawn in Saudi efforts to

curb Iranian influence in the region.curb Iranian influence in the region.

While the Lebanese premier blamed his decision on Iran, foes and alliesWhile the Lebanese premier blamed his decision on Iran, foes and allies

from across the political spectrum pointed the finger at Riyadh, whosefrom across the political spectrum pointed the finger at Riyadh, whose

assertive crown prince has stepped up pressures against perceivedassertive crown prince has stepped up pressures against perceived

opponents at home and around the Middle East. opponents at home and around the Middle East. 
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Hariri spent two weeks in Riyadh following his resignation announcement,Hariri spent two weeks in Riyadh following his resignation announcement,

sparking frenzied speculation over whether he was being held there againstsparking frenzied speculation over whether he was being held there against

his will, or even under house arrest. In an emotional interview last week, thehis will, or even under house arrest. In an emotional interview last week, the

48-year old politician looked exhausted. 48-year old politician looked exhausted. 

But on Wednesday, following a late night return to Beirut in time forBut on Wednesday, following a late night return to Beirut in time for

Lebanon’s Independence Day, Hariri said that he would not be goingLebanon’s Independence Day, Hariri said that he would not be going

anywhere for now.  anywhere for now.  

“I presented today my resignation to President Aoun and he urged me to“I presented today my resignation to President Aoun and he urged me to

wait before offering it and to hold onto it for more dialogue about its reasonswait before offering it and to hold onto it for more dialogue about its reasons

and political background, and I showed responsiveness,” said Hariri,and political background, and I showed responsiveness,” said Hariri,

speaking from the marble hallway of Beirut’s presidential palace. speaking from the marble hallway of Beirut’s presidential palace. 

The announcement suggested that Saudi Arabia had overreached in itsThe announcement suggested that Saudi Arabia had overreached in its

widely rumored attempts to use Hariri’s resignation to pressure Iran’swidely rumored attempts to use Hariri’s resignation to pressure Iran’s

Lebanese proxy, Hezbollah. Lebanese proxy, Hezbollah. 

“Today is our Independence Day, and now it is also the day that President“Today is our Independence Day, and now it is also the day that President

Aoun refused the possibility that a Lebanese president could resign fromAoun refused the possibility that a Lebanese president could resign from

Saudi Arabia,” said Khalil Flayhan, a Lebanese analyst, as he watched HaririSaudi Arabia,” said Khalil Flayhan, a Lebanese analyst, as he watched Hariri

address a bank of television cameras.address a bank of television cameras.

It remained unclear Wednesday whether the Lebanese prime minister wouldIt remained unclear Wednesday whether the Lebanese prime minister would

stay in post for good, or rescind his decision later in a move which wouldstay in post for good, or rescind his decision later in a move which would

likely accelerate a period of fraught political jostling in the finely-balancedlikely accelerate a period of fraught political jostling in the finely-balanced

system of governance established in Lebanon’s postwar years.system of governance established in Lebanon’s postwar years.

“This was not the crisis of one country. This was a drama that became“This was not the crisis of one country. This was a drama that became

international,” said Flayhan.international,” said Flayhan.

His homecoming follows intense diplomacy by France, and he spent severalHis homecoming follows intense diplomacy by France, and he spent several

days in Paris over the weekend before meeting with leaders in Egypt anddays in Paris over the weekend before meeting with leaders in Egypt and

Cyprus on his way to Beirut. In one of his first acts upon returning, HaririCyprus on his way to Beirut. In one of his first acts upon returning, Hariri
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visited the grave of his father, the late prime minister Rafik Hariri, who wasvisited the grave of his father, the late prime minister Rafik Hariri, who was

killed in a 2005 bombing that is widely blamed on allies of Syrian Presidentkilled in a 2005 bombing that is widely blamed on allies of Syrian President

Bashar Assad.Bashar Assad.

As news of the prime minister’s announcement broke, crowds of supportersAs news of the prime minister’s announcement broke, crowds of supporters

in downtown Beirut erupted in celebration, raising banners aloft andin downtown Beirut erupted in celebration, raising banners aloft and

blasting songs from the back of pick up trucks. “We were very worried forblasting songs from the back of pick up trucks. “We were very worried for

him the whole time he was gone,” said Rana Alamadin, 45. “But now? It’s ahim the whole time he was gone,” said Rana Alamadin, 45. “But now? It’s a

beautiful day.”beautiful day.”

Brian Murphy in Washington contributed to this report.Brian Murphy in Washington contributed to this report.
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